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I have livid for 10 years in Biooming ton-NormaI and I have 
•pint the last four years at the Univartity of lllinoia in Cham­
pa ign-Urbana. During this tima I hava always wondarad why thasa 
araai ara ‘twin* citias. Having two governments, two polica 
forcas, two fira dapartmants - two of avary city sarvica - In 
a raiativaly small area, just doas not saam to make sansa.
it is difficult for example, to distinguish Bloomington 
from Normal. While thara ara diffarancas -landmarks and tha 
lika - tha citias saam to ha ona aconomic. social* and cultural 
unit. Tha avaraga citizen works, shops and socializes in both 
municipalities without ragard to city boundaries. Tha aama 
is trua for Champaign-Urbana. To tha nawcomar no diffarancas 
ara found whan crossing Wright Strait.
Diffarancas do arise whan tha 'twin' citias must work together 
and dua to thair continuous boundaries, this is a fraguant occur­
rence. Tha problems of routine sarvica delivery can be doubled 
if both councils ara involved. Attempts at cooperation often 
turn into personality conflicts, not a way of achieving tha 
greatest efficiency in sarvica provision.
Noad repair is ona sarvica araa in Champaign-Urbana that 
exemplifies lack of efficiency. Gregory Drive, a street that 
runs through both cities, has bean paved in Champaign while 
tha Urbana side remains full of pot wholes. Bloomington-Normal 
has demonstrated a lack of cooperation In aconomic development.
1
Vhilr major conflicts have biin over annexatIon of property. 
This baa cost tha community time ana money in procuring now 
businesses.
As the cost of providing services rises cooperation is 
becoming more and more a necessity. Citizens, in general* do 
not wish services to be reduced, but thinh that these services 
could be provided more efficiently. This, according to an article 
in the Net tone I Civic Review could mean consolidations and mergers 
ot smaller municipalities.!
Both twin cities have studied the possibility of merger, 
in the past 26 years, the two twin cities have attempted to 
merge four times (two times each). Each time the cititena voted 
overwhelmingly against the merger.
little has been written on the success or failure of merger 
attempts by local governments in the United 8tates. From 1800 
to 1972 thirty five plans to combine two or more local government 
bodies were proposed. Only nine of these were successful. In 
this paper I will try to investigate why the merger attempts 
of Champaign-Urbane and Bloomington-Normal failed and the nature 
of current relationships in these twin cities.
The Merger Option
The major arguments for merger center on the savings that 
result if administration and delivery of services were combined.
internes Hol land J r . ,  "Malting Partnership Federal ism Mora," Mallaail 
c m  in 731 1 (January t t U )  p .2td.
Arguments against merger are I • r #• I y emotional. Some cititens the 
f 0•l that it would destroy their •homo town *. Community leaders 
often lupport tht status quo and rtsist change that would upset 
their influence in the community.
Generally, cititens have not seen any compelling reason 
to merge. A feeling often expressed is that merger would "be 
nice, but it just can't be done11.2 A professor at Illinois 
State University, felt that a campaign for merger was an exercise 
in futility.3
Without public support there is no reason for local politicians 
to seriously consider the issue. If anything, many ara opposed 
to such an idea because it could mean the loss of their position.
Most of the support for merger has come from the academic communities 
in each area and progressive civic groups lilie the League of 
Women Voters.
Unless some concrete evidence of large dollar savings could
be found or some major catastrophe would occur, merger does 
not appear likely in the near future, for either twin city.
In the first section of this paper I will look at the devel­
opment of the four cities. In each case the Illinois Central
Railroad was the major cause of the establishment of a second
city, the leaders of the community reinforced the separate
indentity of their town and the initial distinction between *10
2«)ohn Applaman, cited by Vivian 8. Montgomery, "Merger Controversy 
In Champaign-Urbena,1 (Masters Thesis, University of Illinois,
1063.) p. 22.
&>rbeme* 0. Wilson, Illinois State University, Normal, Interview
10, April tags.
each twin cM)f frii. The early cities developed i rivalry with 
it* ntlghbor and a *nobbi*h attitude that their town woe bat tor 
than the other.
The second section will describe the attempts to merge, 
and include a summary of the merger task force studies* with 
their recommendations for merger. I will also try to illuatrata 
both sides of the merger debate and the problems in the merger
campa i gns.
My third section will look at current cooperation between 
the twin cities. This will summerixe each cities moves to help 
improve services through cooperation. It will also compare 
Oloomington-NormaI to Champaign~Urbana in their ability to work 
together.
*
The final section will give an evaluation of why the merger 
attempts failed and tell if the attempts have prompted further 
cooperation in the twin cities.
Champa Ipa-Urbana
Fh<t County of Champaign was established by an Act of the 
Illinois legislature on February 20, 1033. The area was or t g f fi« i t y 
part of Vermilion County. Senator J.W. Vance promoted the legis­
lation and named the county and its seat after his birthplace
Urbane, Champaign County Ohio. His efforts were encouraged 
by* John Brownfield, William and Thompson Webber and Col. M.W. Busey 
of the Urbane area.4
When the state appointed three commissioners to locate 
the area's seat of justice, in June 1033, Urbane, Champaign 
County officially came into being. During its first 20 years
of existence Urbane grew very slowly. The population had barely 
doubled by 1800 to a total of 2047. Urbane was Incorporated, 
as a town, September 0, 1001.
Growth and development came with the railroads. In 1001 
the state granted a charter to the Illinois Central Railroad 
authorizing it to build a 700 miles line from Chicago to Cairo*
The state and federal government turned over 2,600,000 acres 
of land to the railroad on the condition the line was completed 
in six years.6
Railroad engineers drew up four different plans for the
.Baainninai fittaaaaiBn in tut__liu il—im
I t i f l ' .a-  (Champaign! Graphic P r a t t ,  1 , 60),  p . l .  
iaibid. p.a.
6
*rout* through Champaign County. Citisens of Urbina, of court*, 
expected the lid* to pees through the town. But the railroad 
official# i• l• ct*0 th* rout* two mM*i West of th* Urhtn* eourthoui* 
because it crossed fewer atr*ims and waft positional on fI a 11•r
I and . 6
Another historical account of th* rout* a*l*ction *tat*ft 
that th* railroad was willing to huild through Urbana if Col. Bus*y 
would have donated 00 acres of land for th* lln* and th* depot*. 
Busty agreed to give th* railroad 20 acres for th* d*pot and
he said he would sell th* railroad 40 more acr*» at a reasonable
price. Th* Railroad refused his offer and built th* tin* two
miles west. This land also belonged to Col. Busey, but th* rail 
road had it condemned so It could take th* land for th* price
it wanted.? There is no proof for this account, but It is 
an interesting explanation to hostility b*tw**n th* two cities.
Som* of th* Urbana residents wished to move th* town to 
the new depot area, but most realised that th* id*a was silly 
b*caus* a community was already established. Thos* who wanted 
to move did so but most of th* citis*ns stayed.8
Th# sal* of land owned by th* railroad brought many p*opl* 
to Champaign County Including th* ,,l*ss desirable classes'*. Th* 
newcomers settled mostly around the depot areas which was referred 
to as West Urbana. To provide for adequate protection and control
8.1 b i d.
mi story Of Champ* ion__&ftJULULi-- U  1,1 ftftJLl . (Brink, McDonough and
co., Philadelphia, 18?8>* p.86.
841*1 t i n g ,  p . 3 .
fof !#!#•• " i n t i n t r an t d e v 1 1 $" a |j|j tit introduced in 11># tiili 
legislature in 4•nU S ry 1865, to Incorporate Urb«n« and the area 
surrounding the depot as one city.9
When the iepot residents heerd of this they sent • represent* 
•live to Springfield to protest. As • result of the opposition** 
efforts, • perm«nent bounda r y  was established in 185? end West 
Urbane was orgemzed as a village.
*•
This editorial dated January 11, 1855 from an early Urbane 
newspaper the, Union. demonstrated the attitudes and problems 
that existed even then on a merger proposal.
We learn that much opposition exists to the measure 
(bill for the incorporation of Urbane) among some of 
the citliens of the Depot, because they have been included 
in the charter. What the grounds of their opposition 
are we do not Know, but suppose it is because they 
are desirous as separate incorporat ion, whenever they 
think it necessary. Perhaps it would be better for
each to incorporate separately for the present, until 
such times as the intermediate space shall become settled, 
when, by an act of the Legislature, they could be annexed 
under one namet but it seems not so to us. By separate 
incorporations in such close proximity to each other, 
feuds and jealousies would naturally arise, which would 
operate to the disadvantage of both, while the expense 
of two incorporations would be double that of one,
as two sets of officer* must be supported. The objection 
is urged, too, that the old portion of town, being 
the strongest, would monopolize the other by apropreatlng 
the public monies to the benefit of its streets, while 
the other portion; are left unimproved. We think that 
no person who is aqua in ted with the citizens of this 
part of town would harbor such an ideas, as our people,
we think have too good an estimate of honor and justice
to a!low such to be the case.
The advantage which must accrue to us from having one 
common interest, one municipal government, must be 
apparent to all. Instead of two little insignificant
9.1 b i d . ,  p . 5 .
town corporations, with hardly tha power to shut up 
a truant pig* are may assume the authority and importance 
of a city, having power to make thoae precious scamps, 
who, irow time to time, impose upon our good nature
and helplessness, feel that there is a power higher 
and stronger than public opinion, that will visit wrath 
upon their crimes.10
Ihe advantage of a single unit of government, whether apparent 
or not, did not seem to matter to the citizens of West Urbane. The 
editorial correctly predicts rivalry and jealously between two 
towns, although it was probably already present.
West Urbane grew and soon surpassed Urbane in population. It 
was incorporated under the name of Champaign in 1860 A mayor 
and four aldermen were elected for the first governmental unit.
In 1660 the foundation of a most important institution 
was laid. To allay some of the jealously tnen existing, three 
ministers proposed the establishment of a seminary on the land 
lying between the two cities. Money was allocated and construction 
of a building began soon afterwards. The Civil War delayed 
the project and tha stminary building of tha Urbuna*Champa gn 
institute wss not completed until.11 This building became tha 
home of the Illinois Industrial University In 186? which was 
renamed the University of Illinois in 1835.
tarly political issues focused on education, railroad develop* 
mont, and temperance. fha different ordinances on alcohol have 
always bean an area for dispute, although not as graat as in 
Bloomington Normal. One historical account, by Natalia M.Baiting
IQiini gn. n  January 1666, as quoted by Baiting, p 6.
M #» b i d . p . t a.
9
i n her booklet flioinmnfli of Champaign County, states that Champaign 
Urbans had the reputation for being the wettest towns on the 
Illinois Central Line.12
Development and industrial growth favored the Champaign 
side of the community. This encouraged rivalry between the two 
cities. Cooperation is said to have the exception rather than 
the rule in the past history of the community.
BI oomi ng ton-NormaI
Bloomington was originally settled under the name of Blooming 
Grove. A citizens* committee petitioned the state legislature 
in 1830 for the formation of a new county with Blooming Grove 
as its county seat. The petition, granted in 1830, established 
McLean County. At this time, Blooming Grove's population was 
between 280 and 300 persons.13
Bloomington Gove was administered by thocommissioners 
when it was incorporated as a town in 1843. These were not elected 
officials. The first elections were held after it was incorporated 
as a city in 1850. At this time the name changed to Bloomington, its 
first form of government was a weak mayor system, with 14 aldermen 
elected to a counciI.
Rapid population growth came with the rail roads. The Illinois 
Central went through the town on its Chicago ~ Cairo line and 
a route from Chicago to Alton was laid Just to the north of
12^1 bid. p . 11.
1W.II. Burnham, Hlilotv at ■ m a m m a  ton and normal In Hainan County. 
H II not a .CBIoomino toni J.H. Burnham Publithar. 1879). p.26.
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the city. Citizens of Bloomington supported the position of 
the second line because it was thought the town would spread 
outward to that area. Instead, a separate settlement grew up 
two miles north of Bloomington where the two lined crossed. 
This settlements was called North Bloomington or “the Junction".14 
Jesse Fell, a lawyer in Bloomington, settled in the Junction 
and was probably the most influential person in Normal's develop­
ment. It was his dream to create a college town with high moral 
standards. He secured the location of a new state university, 
Illinois State Normal, for the community. It was and remains 
the main industry for the community.
In 1067 the territory was surveyed and the name of Normal 
was given to the community in honor of the University. The name 
was officially changed in 1868 when Normal became incorporated 
as a town.
Fart of its founding charter included a section which forbid 
granting licenses to sell alcohol. This provision was the main 
distinction between Normal and its neighbor Bloomington. The 
provision was encouraged by Jesse Fell, a Quaker. In reference 
to Norma I Mr Fell wrote $
“...we should have a clean town and make it as far 
as practical an educational center, No 'doggeries* 
were to be tolerated...
There came a time, however, when we were threatened 
with the traffic. At once a public meeting was called 
at the Baptist church at which we not only remonstrated 
but agreed on a petition that was presented invoking 
its protection to the legislature, then in session,
M.ibid., pp.63 and 117.
by asking a charter forever protecting us against this 
vicious traffic. The significant fact about the paper 
was that everyone, men, women and children six years 
and upward, signed iti and thus backed up by local 
popular sentiment, the legislature without a dissenting 
vote granted our request"15
except for the major difference in the sale of alcohol, 
one early citizen noted that "there were no visible reasons 
for the town's existence (Normal's) and it had the appearance 
of being on hand before it was needed.16
The township of Normal had within its boundaries Illinois 
Wesleyan University. This University borders the boundary between 
the two cities. This institution was founded In 1060** and 
is recognized as being part of Bloomington. The residents within 
this locality were said to forget their citizenship and show 
at the wrong polling places on election day.17
Merger of the two cities has been considered by citizens. 
At the fiftieth anniversary of Bloomington a prominent citizen 
of Bloomington, the Hon. J.8 Ewing, addressed the problem as 
foilows:
"More seriously speaking, there is a growing conviction 
that a union of these two cities, under just and proper 
conditions, will be naturally beneficial in very many 
ways. There are visions of hard roads, paved streets, 
shaded drives and interesting parks, and a larger more 
beautiful city, cheaper taxation, more influence for 
good, and brighter prospects for the future. Our little 
neighbor is somewhat coy and must be wood as a bridei
l&Eloise 6. Craig* Frances R Johnsom and Bertha R Hudelson,
Sfltmniri___ai__Humfu.-Iitmi— u l.UflU (Normal > Tha
Normal It*, 1064), p.«.
Htfurnham, p.117.
HNawton Bataman at «i . H u n n t i i  EaatreiaaadK at iiimaia i „
Hi I lam__WeLaan cnum  w (Chicagot Mtintail Publiahlng Company.
leob), p.723.
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the union must be a marriage* end to It* material advantage* 
must be added a dowry of love and affection . “ 18
Col. Bur nam, a contributor m  I hi HllUry OfMfilitn Q s m l X *
expected a merger of the cities in the foreseeable future. Following
the above quotation he explains how prophetic the Judge’s statement
is. 19
While there has been some rivalry between the two* cooperation 
has been successfully sought and achieved many times. Each has 
always willing to work with the other. An history of the area 
mentions that through the years the Normal council members have 
voted a donation to the Bloomington Fire Department Pension 
t und.20
The major differences between the two were Normal's dry 
status and economic base. These have been enough to rationalise 
maintaining separate identities. Although early residents of 
Bloomington believed the two communities would eventually merge. 
Citixens did not wish to force the issue.
tfclbid. , p. 724 .
1%lbid.
aocraig. Johnson, Hudeison, p.07.
11. ittBflifl .ATT E M P  LS
Champa i on-Urbana
The idea of unifying Champaign and Urbana is not a new ona.
From the time Urbana triad to annex Champaign* than Watt Urbana* 
in 1857, up until tha prasant the margar question has always
baan a controvarsia I issua.
Tha first consolidation attampt is said to hava occurred
in the early 1900's. It came about largely from discussions
concerning margar of tha area's school districts. Two man*
Cy Clark of Urbana and S.P. Atkinson of Champaign, arranged
a format meeting to consider tha consolidation of tha two cities.
Tha new name for tha municipality would be University City.21
Tha meeting, however, ended up in a fight, and formal action
to bring about a margar proposal to tha citizens never surfaced.
Views on margar continued to be voiced through tha madia
in tha early and mid 1900's. Tha Niii-Qiintiti managing editor
Kddle Jacquln had long advocated margar and wrote editorials
on tha subject on a regular basis. Tha ona below is dated August
14, 1949, Just prior to tha first major campaign for margar.
...What are we going to do about traffic and parking?
Whan will we gat our drainage and garbage problems 
solved and how will will we pay for them? These and 
many other stumbling blocks are not unique to Champaign- 
Urbane but because of tha fact that we are two cities 
backed up against each other we hava baan slower than 




Here we have divided loyalties. It is astounding to 
visitors and newcomers that we make virtually no move 
to consolidate our city governments and some of the 
services so as to eliminate waste and inefficiency 
o f ope r a 11ons.
Twenty-four years ago, August 16, I began wondering 
about this and have been writing something about it 
almost every year since. Some progress has been made 
but not enough. Thousands of our cltitens today are 
thinking about the things to be gained by having one 
city where 24 years ago only a few dared mention it.
Some day the people of the cities of Champaign and 
Urbana will work out this consolidation. 8ome day our 
two schools will be one. ... Progress can be painful 
but it is inevitable. Because communities grow, its 
citiiens must plan constructively and sanely and some 
of their loyalties must be submerged in the doing.22
taaa iiaraar Attempt. The movement was by no means a crusade 
of the H t u I t >. There was greater interest in the issue 
and the idea of merging seemed more popular than in the past. 
This time the movement was aided by the desire to change the 
local form of government.23 The General Assembly passed a bill 
in 1161 which gave cities of up to a 1.6 million population 
the option of adopting the city-manager form of government. 
At the time Urbana had an aldermanic form and Champaign the 
commission form.
The Urbana Civic Committee, e community group which had 
been formed during an earlier effort to merge school districts, 
supported merging the cities and changing the form of local
2 2£h amoA tm - Urbana Msei-asu mi. 14 August 1948, as quoted 
by Montgomery, p.13.
2jyPhiltip Monypenny, University of Illinois, Urbana. Interview 
February 1886.
government. The group was made up of mainly of University faculty.
It focused its attention an a number of community issues in
Urbane* and in Champaign when Urbane was affected. The group
hoped that linking the two issues* city manager and merger*
would be beneficial to both.24 One editorial entitled “Champaign,
Urbane Merger Linked to Manager Plan" supported the idea, stating:
...Now that the city manager plan of government is 
legal for cities over 6000, a great many people* particutary 
in the new and younger elements in our community are 
thinking and talking of it favorably.
The substance of many conversations is that the city 
manager would be good for both cities. But why put 
it in one city and not the other?
Why not ONE big city under the city manager plan.
It's the progressive way.26
This strategy failed when it was discovered that the State 
statute did not provide for merger under a new form of government* 
CSee appendix). Never-the-1 ess a new petition was circulated* 
providing an aldermanic form of government for the new city.
Before a campaign for merger had begun the *anti-mergerites* 
questioned the constitutionality of a getting the item on the 
ballot. This turned the merger issue into a legal battle that 
merger proponents were not prepared to fight. It shifted the 
incentive from consolidation to a goal of fust allowing citisens 
the right decide the issue through referendum. The merger proponents 
became more concerned about getting the issue on the ballot
16
24yPhlllip Monypenny, Hilbert Steiner* “Merger? The Illinois Con- 
colldatlon Cat*" in Ca«a« ti> *«■»« cd Richard T. Pro*t
(N.J.i Practice Hall ln«,19S1>. p.Stb.
aajh* fla»ct>a. 12, September tbSl.cc
cueted In Montgomery, p.ll.
then they were at having the proposal succeed.26
The legal battle caused a 20-month delay between the petition 
drive and the actual vote. The first court decision demonstrated 
that emotion against the proposal was quite strong. The county 
judge ruled the merger petition unconstitutional because the 
two cities were not continuous. His ruling stated that because 
a cemetery, 3 blocks in depth, on the southern boundary of each 
city had not been annexed oy either, the two were not really 
continuous.27 The Illinois Supreme Court reversed the decision.
During the merger campaign, proponents made no effort to 
compare costs of services in the twin cities. They relied on 
the common-sense notion that one city government would be more 
efficient and less costly than two.
Opponents replied that a large city would be more expensive 
to run than a smaller one. They believed that merger would be 
costly because street names and church names would have to be 
chenged, and argued that the citizens of one community would 
be responsible for paying the debts of the other. (The statute 
clearly states that the two would remain separate boroughs until 
debt is paid)
A number of citizens were concerned that the representative 
form of government would be damaged. The proposal provided the 
same form as in Urbana but, some people thought that Champaign's 
commission form would in some way corrupt their representation.
26#*ont|omer y, p.169.
27«"Ch<mpaign-Urbana Study Commission on IntergovernmentaI Cooperation 
Full Report",(Apr I I 1976), p 253.
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fhi® argument cama from Urbana citizens who feared Champaign 
would dominate a merger city.28
In the election of 1953, merger was defeated decislvelyi 
70 % rejected the proposal in Champaign and 73% rejected it
in Urbana. Die vote was 4,842 to 2,060 in Champnign and 4909 
to 1679 in Urbana. 29
This merger campaign was conducted almost entirely in Urbana 
Champaign residents sat on the sidelines and watched. Without 
support from both communities the merger attempt never had a 
chance. The campaign, said Political Science Professor Philip 
Monypenny at the University of Illinois, "became a public battle 
of college professors against lawyers, to one extent, of new 
residents against old."30
1080 Meraer Attempt This effort was carried out jointly 
by groups in both cities. It began when the two mayors, Hiram 
Paley of Urbana and William Bland of Champaign, suggested a 
that study be done on intergovernmental cooperation. Through 
a joint resolution, a commission was created on April 6, 1976.
The commission was given two years to complete a report if*6 
offer recommendations on how the two cities could provide better 
and more efficient services. According to the resolution its 
charge was:
24Monypenny, p .270.
29Jom Redmond. " Champaign, Urbana Dec I•ia . ve I y Reject Merger
Plan" ChampaIon-Urhana Maws-Parat. 6, November 1960, A1. 
OCtMonypennyp.279.
..to study (jreater cooper,t(0n (oc#| UB|t#
of government servmg the gr.,,e, Chwupa 1 gn-Wr##n* 
eiea. including tha poaaibiilty of Conaott8at,on of 
units of governments.31
ine commssions set forth as its objective;
..To foster a common direction among the governing 
b odi e s  of Champaign County and to promote efficient
use of tax monies and effective delivery of services.32
(his extremely thorough and detailed report looked at current
cooper at ion between the cities, pointed out ereas where mo ra
cooperation was needed, and explored alternative administrative
and political structures which might benefit the community.
H.e work was divided into six subcommittees of the Commission.
Those were; t Adm i n i s t r a t i ve and Structural 2.Fmancai 3 Education,
Public Health, Relations with the University! 4.Recreation,
libraries, Human Relations, Social Welfare* 5. Police, Fire,
Criminal Justice, Traffic Control! and 6 Public Works, Land
Use, Zoning, Transportation and Housing.33
The commission found some areas of cooperation but it also
discovered many areas wher* cooperation was needed and where
governmental services could be made more efficient. These areas
included: joint purchasing and sccountingi uniform personnel
policies for police and fir e« a dispatch point for city and
county policei and uniform toning and building codas.
The commission considered voluntary cooperation program#,
a multipurpose district, and city-county consolidation as options
3 I,Champa i gn-Urbana Study Commission, p.2 
32Jbid. , p . 3 .
33,1 b i d . , p . 4 1 .
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to improve cooperation but, merger of the two cities was 
the ‘most workable alternative' by the comm<ssion.34
The commission presented advantages of city merger 
categories: improvement of public safety; improvement of
services; consistent legislation! and more efficient 
administration. It also dispelled some of the myths about 
that were brought forth in the 1953 campaign, including:
deemed
in four 
soc i a I 
genera I 
merger
1. Merger would not affect schools, parks and 
other independent units of government.
2. Champaign and Urbana would continue to exist 
as separate boroughs of the combined city for at least 
a 15 year period. The process would be gradual ar 
orderly, giving ample time for the adjustments which 
must be made.
3. There is no reason to assume that city employees 
woulu loio their jobs. Any reduction in force could 
occur through attrition.
4 Merger of the city governments should not affect 
neighborhood character or community loyalties.
5. A combined council for a city of under 100,000 
would not necessar iIy be an unrepresentative body.
The existence of only one body rather than two to deal 
with community-wide concerns should simplify processes and 
encourage citizen participation.35
The final commission report was published in April of 1973. 
It called for the recommendation for merger to be debated and 
voted on by the public. An effort to place a referendum on 
local ballots in November of 1978 failed due to illness of the 
principal organizer and a collapse in the campaign due to a 
lack of strong leadership. This destroyed any momentum the
311 b i d . , p. 14.
35Jbid. ,pp.26-26.
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campaign might have acquired through publication of the report.36
In 1977 the cities elected new mayors. Joan Severns, Champaign* 
«‘*Ppoi ted the commission's recommendation for merger* but Jeffery 
Markland, Urbane, was against it. He believed that merger would 
actually cost more money and that Urbane would be swallowed 
up by the larger city of Champaigo.37
The campaign for merger received heavy media coverage.
Doth aides were presented and public debates were sponsored.
Tbe ftiewa Gazetia gave its support and the Cities United Committee, 
provided flyers to citizens, (see appendix). Arguments against 
mergei were similar to those offered in the 1953 attempt.
Proponents thought that there were enough new residents 
who were more concerned w*th cost, efficiency and better delivery 
of services to enable the merger to pass. But, when the referendum 
was put on the ballot in 1980 it failed with a similar margin 
as the attempt in 1953. In Urbane, nearly 70% rejected margari 
with 9,761 voting against and 4,418 for. Champaign rajactad 
merger with 60% voting against merger. The votes totaled 13,636 
against to 8,950 in favor og the proposal.38
A m am problem with the I960 merger attempt was the two 
year delay. During the interim, the merger advocates lost key 
people and momentum. There were also some internal organizational 
and leadership problsms in the pro merger camp. *14
3 6,8 emus I Gove, University of III i no! s .Urbane . 13, March 1666.
37.T«m Radmond "Margar Backar,. Opponanto 8paak Out" Th« »»»«•»»«»>■
14 October 1980, A1 A8 AT.
3dfi*dmond."Cnampcign, urban* D,ci»iv»iy Rajact Margar Plan"
Q » * » t u  3 Nuvambar 1980.
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Tht merger campaign did not get the support it expected. 
They thought the employees of Urbane would want merger as it 
would mean a substantial pay increase for them. This point backfired 
as it was a cost to a merged city. This also brought up the
problems of combining the twc city’s pension funds. Urbane 
believed that their unfunded liability was far more stable than 
Champaign's and they did not wan* to pay for Champaign's poor 
management of pension funds. 39
The merger campaign was conducted in a vacuum* according 
to Samuel Gove, the commission's chairperson. There were no 
major areas of conflict between the two cities at the time and 
it was not clear that merger could create better service delivery 
and more efficient government. 40
All of the savings and advantages presented were in the 
abstract. The failure to give a dollar amount or estimate in 
dollar figures hurt the campaign. A study on efficiency was 
conducted by former mayor Hiram Palsy, a University Mathematics 
Piefessor, and an economic Profeseor, James Heinn but they 
disagreed on the findings.41 Such a disagreement among supporters 
of merger made any argument of efficiency harder to prove.
It was generally agreed that more cooperation would benefit 
the community but, merger seemed too drastic a measure to take 
to reach that goal.
3 9,Joln Peterson, Urbane,I 11inois, Interview, 1 April 1965.
40Samual Gove, Interview.




Krom the tlma tha citlas were incorporated in the mid 
1800's tha two governments have attempted to establish Joint 
services. Little progress had been made in this area when the 
cities ashed the Public Administration 8ervice to conduct a 
study of their city services.
1065 Merger At temot. The "Joint Action Study", done in 1064, 
was the first in depth comparison of each city's services.
1 he report looked at fire protection, law enforcement, library 
service, parks and recreation, public works, water supply and 
sewage systems, planning, urban renewal and control, and munici­
pal financing. The study showed where the cities were already 
involved in some cooperative programs including the Bloomington- 
Normal Airport Authority and the Bloomington-Normal eanitary 
district.
Water supply was the major service area under consider­
ation, as each city would be facing a supply problem In the 
future. Bloomington was in the process of developing a new water 
supply and would decide whether it should provide a supplemental 
amount for Normal's use. 42
The report listed four approaches that could be taken to 
achieve joint services. They Included: informal cooperation,
functional cooperation, annexation, and union.
42k"Joint Action Study for Bloomington and Normal, Illinois" Public 
Administration Service, (Chicago: 1664), p.75.
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The union option was the slternstive recommended by the 
report and the following reasons were given for merger:
1. The need to insure an acceptable level of municipal
services in each community.
2. The need to avoid uneconomic duplication of governmental 
administration, facilities, services, and expenditures.
3. The need to provide a method of planning for future
development and growth.43
The report also asked several questions officials and residents 
should consider before deciding on merger. Some of the key 
quest ions i ncIuded.
t. Is there a willingness on the part of both communities 
to put aside differences in order to promote their common 
objectives under a single government?
2. Can long-range values and objectives of the communities 
be advanced through union of the two cities?
3. Would a government of the united city be able to command 
the support and loyalty necessary to achieve Its objectives?
4. Is there an actual desire on the part of residents of 
both communities for union and are they willing to make 
the adjustments and undergo the ineonvienees which accompany 
union? 44
It was agreed by officials that voters should be abl* 
to voice their opinion on the question og merger and so the 
issue was placed on the 1935 election ballot. This proposal 
was not really a referendum. It was more of a question to see 
how citiien feeling on the issue stood. if the merger proposal 
had passed It would not have meant anything legally because 




ignored the the matter completely if the voters had opted for
merger .45
A major obstacle to merger involved Normal's dry status. 
The report acknowledged the problem but did not explain clearly 
what would happen if the two were to merge. Proponents of merger 
added an amendment to the merger proposal which would allow 
for separate school districts and separate liquor ordinances* 
thus allowing Normal to keep its dry status.
Since report was conducted by an outside group* it was 
able to present an objective view of the quality and efficiency 
of each city's delivery of services. Its observations and recom­
mendations for the area seemed common sensical to an outsider 
as well as to many cititens. However, while the study looked 
at each separate city's operation in great detail it failed 
to make comparisons of efficiency of one unit versus two or 
comments on how to improve services, besides the option of 
merging. The report failed to clarify the disadvantages of merger 
and the problems of adjustment that would be encountered if 
the cities decided to merge.
The report listed some of the following points in support 
of a merger.
. Physical closeness* an already high degree of social 
and economic interdependence* similar financiel sltua- 
11 ons * s imtIar tax rates.
. Union would make the area more attractive to new 
bus i ness.
45"Bioomington, Normal Voters 'Advise* Against Merger“Ihi,.fti1 Iy
PinUlXith* November tggft.
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. Union would give the area • stronger voico in Spring- 
field.
In opposition, the inti-merotr group maintained that the 
cities were too different end that they had a different economic 
base. Opponents of a merger came prims, rily from Normal.
The merger question lost by a 3 to 1 margin in Normal and 
a 5 to 4 margin in Bloomington. The results in Normal were 2393 
to 064 and in Bloomington 3716 to 2966 against merger. The 
amendment allowing for separate liquor ordinances had no effect 
on the result on the merger question. Bloomington voted 3,442
to 2,374 and Normal 2,249 to 601 against that proposal. 1,074
people did not vote on the second question. 46
A problem with this campaign, as with the one in Champaign 
Urbana was that the items in support of consolidation did not
emphasize the day to d«\y changes and adjustments that would
be made as opposed to the abstract benefits that might occur.
flfO Mlfflir AIt imp, 1 A second attempt was made for merger 
only five years later. This action was encouraged by Judge 
Benard Wall, then president of the Association of Commerce and 
Industry of McLean County and a number of prominent business 
leaders. He and the others supported a metropolitan government 
that would be better able to handle the area wide problems in 
the communi ty.47
46*1 b l d.
47vSandra Roberts. Masters of Public Administration Thesis, Univer­
sity of Illinois, Urbana 1966, not yet completed.p.9.
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The two councils appointed a citizens commission to study 
unification. The task force looked at problems and benefits 
of union and their opinion was that "a union of the two munic­
ipalities is feasible, legally possible, and highly desirable 
for the benefit effect it would have on the citizens of the 
two communities in the years ahead. " 46
Their report looked at each service area and showed the 
effects of union. They gave a brief description of present ser­
vices and then offered advantages of unified departments. The 
report also addressed specific problems that were believed to 
have hurt the merger attempt in 196S.
Once again, unification was recommended and, due to statu­
tory guidelines, the aldermanic form of govsrnment was chosen 
ea the form for the u n i t e d  city. B l o o m i n g t o n  w o u l d  have six
wards and Normal would have four, with two alderuen elected 
from each ward.
The study stated that the "unification of continuous munici­
palities" provision, clarified by the state legislature with 
amendments in 1965 and 1967, eliminated many of the difficulties 
of merger. The cities woulo keep their name and retain a borough 
status. This meant that Normal could retain its dry statue, 
individual cities would be held responsible for debts incurred 
before merger, and ail independent units of government, such 
as school districts, would be left unaftested.49
46,eiooml ngton-Normal Unification! Task Force Eva I uat i on , 1970 p.7.
49,1 bid., p.6.
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Opposition to unification cam# mostly from Normal. Cur­
rant and former town council members led the opposition group
called the Normal Information Committee. The committee thought
%
that the aldermanic form of government could cause council mem­
bers to become narrow-minded and that this form would not 
conform to the ideals of good government. They explained that 
unification would not solve the jurisdictional battles that 
occurred, it would just transfer the problem to a different 
forum.SO The committee emphasized: the alleged evils of the 
ward system and the lack of proof of savings as main arguments 
aga i n s t unification.
The vote on November 3, 1970 was simitar to the 1085 vote
as the proposal was more soundly defeated in Normal, losing
68 to 32 percent in that city compared to 54 to *6 percent In
131oomington. Citizens of Normal voted 4325 to 2974 against unifi­
cation,and those in Bloomington 5676 to 4761. Judge Wail stated 
that the defeat was a matter of lack of understanding.51
In the years following this last attempt problems Involving
the two cities became worse. Key issues surrounding intergovern­
mental coordination included location of a new Amtrack station 
and land disputes.
Normal lacked Bloomington's aggressive attitude toward expan­
sion and development. As a result Bloomington was annexing
land surrounding Normal, limiting Normal's potential for growth.
lOuRober ts. ,p. 11.
51,01 M  Wills, "Unification Proposal loses in Both C111 e s "IJulJUUJU 
P i f l . l 4 November 1970.
The city manager of Normal* for lack of a better name, called 
thie ger rymander i ng. 52
In 1974 « serious dispute occurred when Bloomington tried
to annex land for e mall development. This dispute was initiated 
by the developer who wanted to take advantage to the land dispute 
to get a better deal by making the cities compete for the pro­
ject.
The cities were able to resolve their differences on this 
issue with meetings of the mayor) and two councils. At one meet­
ing, on September 10, 1974, the two councils agreed to open
more lines of cummunication and to adopt some type of land use 
plan. Then according to the local newspaper ,Hthe bond dropped”
when Mayor Bittner asked for a poll of councilman to see who
favored unification of the two cities. He stated that city
officials were "hiding their heads in the sand” if they did 
not dedicate themselves to a merger city. Normal's mayor, Carol 
Reitan refuted this idea saying that the issue had been decided 
by the voters in the 1970 election.53
Mttrtf-ftlttnitt.gr__E x p e r i m e n t  the next serious attempt to combine
governments in Bloomington Normal followed an unique experiment 
by the cities. When Bloomington's city manager resigned in 
1975, the Bloomington city council asked Normal Manager David 
Anderson to function as manager for both cities. It was felt
520avid Anderson. Normal, 111inoi•.,Interview, 22 March 1915. 
63/5111 Wills,"Joint Meeting Extends Co o p s ration."The Dellv Pan- 
tearioh. 11 September 1974, A3.
that this dual rote might help determine the p o s s i biIt 
combining certain departments common to both cities. The .
of the experiment were to:
1. Review all departmental functions, operations, personnel, 
etc.
2.Identify possible administrative consolidation of all 
or selected departments.
3. Analyze the Metro-Manager's office and staff.
4. Complete an administrative policy comparison.
5 Review of relationships between policy groups and adminis­
trative staff.54
The original time frame for the experiment was 90 days, 
but it continued for a year Mr. Anderson stated that coordina­
tion of the two governments showed promise but that working 
with two councils took too much of his time. In his report 
after the first 90 days of the experiment he recommended further 
investigation and movement towards a united government.
The success of the metro manager experiment prompted another 
study on merger. Bloomington City Manager William Vail stated 
the another study would be fruitless unless the councils would 
make a commitment to merger, but the councils appointed another 
committee without making a commitment.55
This citizens' committee also recommended merger, citing 
efficiency and economy as the major argument for merger. However, 
this report also looked at the difficulties that a merger would *26
5\0avid Anderson. "Report on Me I ro-Managemen t Study" . IlfMiiltf
26, 1975, p.1.
5&Stephan Gleason, "Rift Widens Over Unification Study”
La.fl.liar.iph* 10 October 1977.
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bting. The difference between the personnel policies of the 
cities, for example would cause a number a problems. Bloom­
ington's employees are unionized and Normal's are not. The 
questions of seniority, pay, and control came up in discussion 
conducted by the study group. These problems were cited as 
tome of the hardest to deal with *t the taro cities merged.56
The committee thought merger was posaiblt amce many of 
the previous points of opposition ware now gone. Normal turned 
wet in 19T3 end wetai was no longer e problem.. They also noted 
a campaign and a raferendum waie not worth tha effort without 
the support of the councils, as this was not tha caaa. a campaign 
for merger did not surface.
loom! ng ton* Nor ml t Pol  i I t c at u n . n c a t i o n  S tway " ,  t « M . p .  1 2 .
M l .  1K L1L J U  IX...CQQPEBAT 1 ON
Champaign Urbana
Champaign Urbana has maintained *.he rivalry that has existed 
since the former's incorporation. Cooperation is a difficult, 
if not nearly ari impossible task. Successful cooperation has 
come about because of absolute necessity.
In the public safety area police and fire departments have 
an informal agreement to assist the other when need be. The 
police departments have also cooperated an a project called 
Metropolitan Computer-Aided Dispatch (MCAO). This joint system 
is the result of long and hard work by employees and from outside 
pressure from the State.57 MCAD is considered to be a major 
accomplishment toward further cooperation for the twin cities.
Other areas of joint effort include, the MTO (transit sys­
tem), a cable tv agreement, attempts to clean up Boneyard creek, 
and the Champaign Urbana Solid Waste Disposal System (CU8WD8).
The last area of coordinated service is currently an area 
of controversy. Champaign County and the two cities share the 
same landfill site. This 17 acre is due to close i«t May of 
1955 and the cities have yet to reach an agreement on what to 
do with their garbage after this site closes. Urbana has de­
veloped a 10 acre site end h H  offered its use to Champaign. 
The Urbana council wants CU8W08 to finance and maintain the




Coordinated operation of the site and agreement on a tong term 
solution of the waste disposal problem will require more cooper­
ation than either side wants to give. City officials, however, 
say this effort to cooperate will succeed because it must suc­
ceed . 5 8
Another area that requires joint action of ,he governing 
bodies is in economic development. Champaign Urbana is one 
of the areas being considered as a location for the General 
Motor's Saturn plant. Urbana has submitted an application but, 
Champa i gn has not.
fhe key to cooperation, according to Mayor Robert Dodd 
of Champaign, is mutual respect between the cltiest right now 
he is not sure such respect exists. He used the term animosity 
to describe to current relationship between the cities on the 
landfill issue.50
the desire to work together is not evident among city of* 
ficials. After the Commission submitted its report and recom* 
mendations, in 1970, the councils sat on it and did nothing. 
An Urbana councilman, John Peterson, summed up the twin city 
relationship by saying there is coordination of services when 
necessary, but cooperation between the two cities does not ex­
ist . 60
SfltDerbare Taylor,"C-U CounciIs Ponder Over Landfill Possibilities, 





Although the cities have worked together In the past, co­
operation between them teems to have increased since the merger 
attempts and the Metro-Management Experiment.
The Bloomington and Normal police departments work together 
the in same way as the Champaign Urbana police do. However, 
the Bloomington police will seek assistance from the McLean 
County Sheriff before asking for help from Normal. This is In 
part due to locatiom the McLean County Sheriff's department 
and the Bloomington police are located across the street from 
one another.
The cities still have different liquor ordinancesi Normal 
tends to be stringent in enforcing liquor ordinances and more 
conservation in granting licenses. A recent Normal ordinance 
forbids the sale or transportation of kegs after 10 p.m.. Normal 
has requested assistance from Bloomingtoni urging them to pass 
a similar ordinance but, the Bloomington council has not issued 
a policy on the matter. In the mean time, students continue 
to by kegs after 10 p.m. in Bloomington and transport them with­
out much difficulty. Even the Normal police admit that the 
ordinance is hard to enforce.
The two share services in the public works area. Normal's 
building Inspector, for instance, will fill in for Bloomington's 
in case of illness or vacation, and vice versa. Thera is not 
an exchange of money in these instances nor is there a format
pSS||
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contract for this activity. Tht citits also shart tqulpmsnt 
when necessary.61
A break through recently was made in what used to be a 
very sore point between the cities. The cities have finally 
joined water sources. The water services will remain separate 
but, now in an emergency one city can supply extra water to 
the other. Former Normal mayor, Richard Godfrey hopes that 
the cities will jointly develop a new water source for the fu­
ture . 62
fhe cities also exchange legal servicesi the two departments 
share research and consult each other. The personal contact 
among employees is high. This, in part could be due to the 
contacts made during the Metro Manager experiment.
Land disputes are common in Bloomington-Normal This is 
because of a Bloomington ordinance that requires any petition 
for annexation to the city be accompanied by a petition to annex 
the land to the Bloomington school district as well. Unit 6,
Normal's school district, has the right to contest annexation 
but not the funds. This has led to a range war between the cities 
to get a larger tax base for the their school districts.63
The McLean County Planning Commission mediated land disputes 
in the tOfO's and has played a large role in coordinating Joint
CLOavid Anderson* Interview.
•Worn Long."Norwtl Saya No to loon Plan" Tho Doll, Paaaiajaah.
3 Pabruary 1935.
C^Vernon C. Poh Imam and Thomas 0.Wilson* **• * oomi ngton-Norma 11 Towns, 
Clown, , on* Oramth* too MIQOlO 9 n o  CI 11 ,i at UllaaH.ad. by 
Donlol Milo Jahnton and llobaaoa Monro* Voaeh.(Springtlaid.IlIInoiti 
Sanagomon gtato Uni vara 11 y * 1*10) p.20.
efforts between the two cities.The city councils Jointly con­
tribute to the support of the commission have • one of their 
members serve on it. Its influence is now diminished due to 
the formation of a new group: the McLean County Economic Develop­
ment Counc iI.
This council is active a variety of new economic development
plans. The cities have submitted a joint application for the 
site of General Motor’s new Saturn plant and they are working 
together to attract a Mitsubishi auto plant. An enterpriite 
zone will be located in Normal for the proposed Mitsubishi
plant. The cities have agreed to share the costs as well as 
the benefits of the enterprise zone.04
The great amount of reeent cooperation between these two 
cities must be attributed to the efforts of the forms# mayors* 
Richard Buchanan of Bloomington and Richard Godfrey of Normal 
these two man are personal friends ant they have worked hard 
and diligently to improve relatione between the cities.
Their achievements could be hampered by the newly elected 
Mayors: Jesse Smart, Bloomington, and haul Harmon, Normal. Both 
were previously council $ t$n4 while Harmon has a good
record of dealing with Bloomingtom Jesse Smart*§ record shows 
he does not view the two cities as one community.Si The future 
of city relations and cooperative efforts relics heavily on 
the attitude of these two men. Their first term should be interee-
6V*aul Harmon. Normal, Illinois. Interview, 20 March 1011.
O&Tom long,"Cooper at 1 on Level Up to Mayors, Contends Godfrey,41 
in* Daily Paaiaaraah 4 April 1010, At.
Sr • • ' ..
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effort# to cooperate should increase if Federal and State 
budget cuts include programs that aid local governments. This 
also, might bring about more disputes in the areas where the 
cities have established joint services, such as transit systems, 
that are heavily funded by the Federal and Stats governments.
I V .Cone I usion
Why M»rami a i h i m Ii F«il«d. Etch of the four campaign* to 
merge lacked objective incentives necessary for change. The 
major reasons given for merger were efficiency and better service 
delivery. These are abstract concepts: if nothing is terribly 
wrong with the service one receives* why bother to change it? 
Only when citizens are personally affected by the lack of cooper* 
stion will there be change in the governmental atructure.
Opponents were able to present arguments that challenged 
the benefits of merger. They demonstrated the cost of combining 
governments, raised doubts that such a combination would Improve 
services, and relied heavily on emotiot 1 feelings of identifi­
cation with citizen’s 'hometowns’.
The attempts also lacked the necessary support from govern­
mental officials* 'his is not surprising as incumbants would 
probably lose some influence and power, especially those offi­
cials in the smaller of each twin city. More importantly, since 
there was not grassroots support for merger, officials had no 
incentive to work for it.
Reaction in the business community was mixed. it would 
be easier for them to deal with one set of laws, but they might 
lose some bargaining ability. Competition between cities con 
have both a positive and a negative effect on developmtnt.
Political differences played a major role In Champai|n—
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Urban*'* merger attempt*. Urbana citizen, tend to Democrat* 
while Champaign i* primarily a Republican city. Urbana legit- 
lalion has been more progressive. They cllim their homing 
code* are stricter and that their community is more orientated 
to the residential neighborhoods.66
There iti also differences in form of government and in 
general operations While Urbana has an administrative assistant 
that functions much like a city manager, that position is still 
responsible to the mayor. Urbana has a distaste for the city 
manager form of government. This is, in part* due to the bad 
experiences they had with former Champaign city manager Eugeni 
Miller. Urbane officials also claim their accounting and general 
administrative operations to be more efficient. 67
Bloomington Normal have the same type of government and 
the same overall political philosophy. Their relationship is 
much more piofessional than Champaign Urbane's.
The two have shared a city manager. During which the 
Metro-manager noted how eimilar the operations of each were. 6$ 
Me stated* at a later date, that the contacte from tha metro 
manager experiment have made cooperation attempts easier.69
One obstacle to merger, in Bloomington-Normal* is the prob­
lems between the school districts. Newly elected Mayor* Paul 
Harmon of Normal* thinks one of the the only ways tha two could
38
66*«John Patareon. Interview, 
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6&David Anderson* "Report on Me t r o-Menagement * *'p. 30. 
BfeDavid Anderson. Interview.
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ever merge is *f the school districts merged first./0
Merger seems far more likely in Bloomington Normal then 
m  Champaign Urban* The former has a much better relationship 
and a respect that does not exist between Champaign-Urbane. But 
as there is not any current desire for merger Bloomington-Normal 
wifi continue to remain separate.
The me/|er question is sure to surface again n the future 
of both twin cities More studies will be conducted and similar 
conclusions will be reached. A merger of either twin city, 
however, will probably not occur unless: a significant dollar 
savings can be proven; the relationship between each twin city 
breaks down so far it negatively affects citiiens of the area; 




SUMMARY OF ILLINOIS STATUTORY PROVISIONS 
FOR CONSOLIDATION OF CONTIGUOUS MUNICIPALITIES
The Illinois Statutes provide two distinct methods for the union of two 
adjoining or contiguous cities such as Champaign and Urbans. These methods 
are th? annexation of a whole municipality and the union of contiguous municl* 
palities. Whereas the former method appears to be an unfavorable method to 
pursue, the latter does offer the possibility for merger. Both methods will 
be outlined below, with the relevant citations from Chapter 24 of the 
Illinois Revised Statutes of 1975.
Annexation of r municipality by another can be brought i ; -n
two ways: ordinance cr petition. In ar,;.. v.i.on by ordinance (Sec. 
i majority of aldermen, trustees or rot:-.;: ;ssi oners in each municl pa'. - r y c«siring 
annexation must first approve the orG*n<*:;.cou specifying the terms o: rmuxation.
Tnen a majority of all voters voting or. tnc question in each municipality 
muat approve the question of whether "tne municipality of _ _ _ _ _ _  be
annexed to the municipality of .M The election must take place
30*60 days after the last ordinance p. ..cd. Annexation ahail neither affect 
nor impair any rights or liabilities t.tncr in favor or against either muni­
cipality.
The method of annexation by pet; tier. r.ne then election is a o*t more 
compllcstad (Sec* 7-1-17);
1. A petition asking that the question of annexation be subhut tea to 
electors of both municipalities must be signed by not lass than 10% of the 
total number of electors in the municipality sought to bs annsxed who voted 
at the last general municipal election or 250 electors, whichsvsr is less.
(If this is the second the time the question of annexation la being raised,signatures 
of only 1/8 of tha slectors who voted In the last gansrsl municipal flection 
era netded.)
2. Election on the annexation question will than taka place, either at 
the next regular municipal election or s; a special election, 90-180 days 
after the petition la submitted.
3. No election on the question c: annexation shall be held within two 
years after the same question it voted or..
If annexation is done by petition and election, the municipality to 
which the other municipality was annexed chall assume ail dtbta and lia­
bilities and perform ail contracts (Sec. 7-1-18). The title of property 
of the annexed municipality goes to :nc annexing municipality, subject to 
rhe same conditions as there were be fort annexation. All persons in the 
enlarged municipality shall be subject ? tf.t same taxation to pay debts,
: nd& and obligations. Tha annex r cioclity shall a a sums and pay ail
ccots and liabilities and perform contracts of ail school districts
townships wholly within the enlarged municipality.
If there le in process the collection of taxes or e epee lei assessment 
or If a su*t Is pending, annexation will have no affect. Proceeds of collec­
tion will go to the treasurer in the annexing municipality to be used for the 
designated purpose (7*1*20 and 7-1-21).
All policemen and firemen of the annexed municipality shall be transferred 
to and become a part of the respective departments of the annexing municipality
The second, and more politically feasible, method by ifliielt merger could 
be accomplished is by the “union of contiguous municlpallties• ** The petition 
procedure to initiate a vote on the question follows the procedure cited 
above (Sec. 7-1*16) with the following exceptions:
1. The petition (a) shall ;>c signed by electors of each of the but cl; 
seeking union (b) shall state tha name of the new city (c) shall state the 
form of municipal government under which the uniied city is to be governed.
2. The form of the question on the ballot is the following: Shall the 
city of _ _ _ _  end the city of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  be united into a tingle
municipality under the name of with the form of
municipal government (aldermenic, commission, rar.agcrial with aldermen choser. 
from wards/districts)•
The union shall take place if the nn;or.t; .. votes cast in aach munici­
pality it in favor of the proposition (^c.
Within 10 deye after the formstion oi tut united city (u.c.), the county 
court ehell create e board of election commiesloners for the holding of all 
•lections in the boroughs and the u.c. (7*2*6). During the same time period, 
the presiding officer of the oldest borough shell Assemble a meeting of 
the corporate authorities of tha boroughs* This matting shall pass an ordinance 
for the first elaction of offlcare of tha u.c. to take piece the 3rd Tuesday 
of April of an tvsn*numbsrsd ytar if this cores 30-180 days sftsr tha union. 
Otherwise, s spsclal election shall be held 70-90 days sftsr ths formation 
of ths u.c. (7*2*7).
Ail elected officers of ths boroughs shall hcvt their terms terminated 
30 days after the above election (7*2-7). Appointee officers shell retain 
their offices and perform their duties until . succ<-ssor is appointed by 
the officers of the u.c. If not superseded, officers shall obey tha orders 
of the united city offlora (7*2-6).
Each borough ehell retain end pey any debt or liability which exists 
prior to merger (7-2-9). *evenues from special assessments and taxes of 
boroughs shall be turned over to the u.c. treasurer for paying off these 
debts (7-:-11). Except for property needed tt pay of: the debt, the title 
to an r* v r,ue from ail property of each borr- if turned over to the 
unitec c. * * . Nothing prevents the u.c. fror ivrurr.n. indebtedness for the 
city . . ole. The existing tax rate upon t&xcblt property of s particular 
boroui’ sr.*11 continue until payment of bonds it complete (7*2*9).
Saits sgsinst boroughs shall be continued, with judgements in favor of 
the borough collected or enforced in the name of the original municipality 
but proceeds being paid to the u.c. treasurer (7-2-12).
Policemen and firemen of each borough shall become members of the united 
city's police and fire departments (7-2-15). Improvements of streets or 
construction of authorised public works projects shall be carried out in the 
name of the u.c. (7-2-13).
Borough ordinances shall remain valid in the borough until repealed by 
ordinance of the united city (7-2*25).
The formation of the united city shall not efio-ct tne union of schools 
(7-2-26).
Section 7-2-19, 7-2-20 and 7-2-28 deal with specification of types of 
municipal government under which the united city shall be governed. There 
are further details specifying the type of primary and elections to be held. 
There is also a discussion on the annexation of territory to the united city 
(7-2-17 and 7-2-18).
It would appear that the major technical stumbling block to : »or. ;.or.
of a united city, with the boroughs of Champaign and or: ana, ; v... w
of different forms of municipal government. The forr oi govern, v;.; 
specified for the united city would have to result in at .cast cr.t c: : t 
of the existing cities agreeing to a different form ox government tn n ** 





— C +U  Let’s
Can two liiv as cheaply as one? Well...
Can two together lire more cheaply than twt* 
separately? Well ... maybe.
Can two Utgether I J V E  B E T T E R  than two 
separately? YOU B E T !
Here are some o f the ways:
P ublic S a fe ty
hCity-wide crime pretention and investigation 
programs.
i t  Better protection boundaries fo r fire  stations.
hM ore effective response to citizens* requests 
fo r aid.
hUniform standards and pay fin  public safety 
personnel.
hShared costs and benefits o f s/teciai 
equipment and facilities.
Get Togeihet
S ocia l Service«
hl'.im*i*ient, community wide human lights 
Icgidatum and mfmrrmcnt.
hhtnrc efficient alhtcaiitm o f public funds to 
social agencies.
hBenefits from  the ctmtbined resources o f a 
single library system.
Legislation
hdommtm set t f  to th nances and coties for 
nil citizens.
it ('.ansistent, community-wide planning and 
problem salving.
hljess confusion and better coordination in 
attracting compatible new business.
G eneral A dm inistration
h I  jess money fo r administration, more for 
needed services and programs.
hConsulidated record-keeping and data 
processing.
h i  Greater bargaining power in purchasing 
su/qtlies and equipment.
hSbaring o f a ll available tax retenues.
♦ Simplified relations with Unitersity and 
County administrators.
Why You Should V ote  ‘Ye*’
Champaign Uthana may be made op o f two
cates, but it is in fa r t a single community. It
set o f interests. It has owe principal industry, 
located partly in Champaign and partly in 
Urhana. It occupies a single, isolated  piece o f 
real estate in Ernst Central ttliaois.
Yet this community  o f first over 90,000  
(including students) has a t least TW O  o f 
everything else: TW O  sets s f  city administrators. 
TW O  city canards. TW O  police mad fire  
departments. TW O  human veUrtmns commissions, 
TW O  library systems, TW O  sets s f  ordsarmces, 
TW O  sets s f  codes. Bat fits  historical 
circumstance, this duplication o f government and  
senices would  mot exist.
YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY, THIS 
M Et.TIO N iM l. W  VOTE IN PAYOR OP A 
UNIIEO CITY GOVERNMENT TO SERVE THE 
COMMON NEEUS OP CHAMPAIGN AND 
URBAN A . A "VEST VOTE WILL RE A VOTE 
FOR:
RO N E conned oath turn stampers fia m  each
o f ten districts.
RO N E administration with a  single manager. 
R O N E  mumu ipality with OMB pokice fierce 
and O N E fire  department.
w o n e  c u r, vmnwo m  m  rbk vkb
TO  ALL TH E Ct T tEBMS  U V tN C  W m M N  
TH E C H AM PAW N AM BAH A C O M M V H nT .
r
C +U  Let’s Get Together—
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